
 
I came to Canada as a privately sponsored
refugee in September 2018. I got support
from the agency that welcomed me in my
arrival. With no education, no work
background and no friends, I felt I had
no hope and I doubted if I would ever
survive in this new place. I have left
behind dark and challenging life memories. 

However, I was in a new place and knew
nothing about the new culture. I felt
ignorant, unstable and incapable of doing
things on my own. I did not even know how

Dear WCWRC supporter,

I was expecting life to be better here.



to take the first little step on my journey to
building my new life here in Winnipeg. Simply
and mainly because I do not understand!

I am a Transgender refugee that was
dealing with lots of issues inside and outside. I
was very isolated and depressed. I have been
going through the Feminizing process and was
dealing with lots of problems, physically and
emotionally. 

I had a transportation loan that I needed to
pay back to the Canadian government because of
the travel cost. I was anxious all the time. I
could not sleep at nights. I just cried…alone!

I also do not understand any word in the two
official Canadian languages. I received letters
but did not know how to read them. 



It is hard for me to have a good social
connection. I can’t belong to my community
because I fear judgements and I can’t
belong to the new community because I am
different, and I don’t speak the language. 

I belong nowhere. 

I am usually an outgoing person. I love hanging
out with friends and going to places. I had
fear of rejection, stress, anxiety, depression
and was on hormone treatment. I was totally
broken, financially, emotionally and socially.

My private sponsor told me about the Arabic

settlement worker at West Central Women Resource

Centre. I was happy that I found someone who

can hear me. I remember during my first meetings

with her, I will just cry. 



She provided a space for me to vent. She

directs me to where I should have my focus.

She encouraged me always and helped me start

doing things. I have brought all my letters and

she read them for me. She accompanied me to

places and that helped me familiarize with

things around me. She provided support in finding

a doctor, navigating the health system, learning

about banking, communicating with the EIA,

learning about my benefits, filling my taxes,

going to Winnipeg Harvest for the first time,

arranging for transportation loan payment,

finding internet discount, subscribing to the

YMCA membership and much more! 

I had lots of support from the settlement worker.
During the pandemic, she provided me support with



learning about what is going on and how to connect
with her if I needed support. I received food
hamper and hygiene items from the Centre. 

I am on EIA while learning English. I am much
better than before. Challenges still exist but I
have confidence that if I could do all this
adjustment and learn all what I learnt so far
then I can always do more. My English level now
is two and I am proud of myself. I can read and
write now. The settlement support I received
helped minimize my stressors, which allowed me to
stay engaged and focused on my English learning. 

Please send my special thanks to the agency,
their supporters and all the welcoming Cnadians!



I just wanted to say thank you to the
centre and to whoever supports this work to
continue to exist for vulnerable newcomers
like me. 

I thank everybody who supports the centre. 

I do not know what could have happened and
where I could be now without the support at
WCWRC. It is hard to explain the great
service that this centre provides. I think
everybody needs to work with the centre to
continue to provide the services for people
who needs it.  


